OUR 2017 YEAR
IN REVIEW
CHANGING LIVES SAVING LIVES MAKING A DIFFERENCE
The top priority of the Kidney Foundation of Central Pennsylvania (KFCP) is ensuring the best possible experience
for all those impacted by chronic kidney disease by providing the support and resources they need to experience
an exceptional outcome in all the areas we serve.
OUR NUMBERS – SHOWN BELOW – REVEAL THE IMPACT WE ARE MAKING!
What is behind the significance of these numbers? Every number has a name, every name has a story, and
every story matters to KFCP. Each week, we are privileged to hear stories from colleagues, patients, families and
caregivers; and, we listen carefully.
On behalf of the Board of Directors, staff and volunteers, I would like to Thank You for being “you!” for bringing hope to those dealing with kidney disease and for helping to add happy chapters to these
stories - one life at a time.

5,000 individuals received, free,
KFCP’s kidney health literature on
“Are You at Risk?”

Served 28 counties, 64 dialysis centers
and 3 transplant programs.

50 kids attended Camp Kydnie
where they experienced outdoor
fun, engaged in team building
activities, expressed their creativity,
developed independence and grew
in confidence.
500 children received KFCP’s new
“Be Kind to Your Kidneys” book from
which they learned how to take care
of their kidneys to help prevent
kidney disease.

Living Healthy with Kidney
Disease - provided a “mix
and mingle” for over 275
dialysis patients, their
families and friends where
they shared experiences
and learned from others
facing similar health
challenges.

Hosted the annual Update
on Chronic Kidney Disease
professional education
symposium in Hershey
attended by 250 health-care
professionals.

Since 2010, the
Emergency Assistance
Fund has distributed
$47,625 to 52 dialysis
centers in support of
patients experiencing
unexpected hardships
in managing their health
care by enabling them to
stay on their scheduled
treatment plans.

Through our nationally
recognized Patient & Family
Partner Program we have
trained over 100 certified
partners (mentors) who
provide support to patients
and caregivers.

Since 2011, provided
over 100 free or lowcost life-saving medical
identification bracelets
and necklaces to dialysis
patients.

Launching this month, a new website - www.kfcp.org that was made possible by a grant from the First
Nonprofit Foundation.
KFCP advocated on behalf of restoring budgetary cuts proposed for the Chronic Renal Disease Program
(CRDP) Funding. Instead of the more than 80% reduction, or $6.6 million, proposed by the Governor, the
State Legislature will cut CRDP by only 12%, or $1 million. CRDP is a vital program that provides patients
reimbursement for transportation to dialysis centers and helps with their prescription drug coverage – including
post-transplant immunosuppressant drug coverage – and medical coverage as a payer of last resort.
Again, the Foundation THANKS YOU and our major partners who have become such valued friends and
associates of the Kidney Foundation family. Your commitment and belief in our ability to positively impact
the lives of individuals and families, in and throughout our community, is extraordinary. We look forward to
continuing our future endeavors together.
Have a wonderful Holiday Season and a peaceful, happy, prosperous, healthy New Year.

Joan Line, MPA
Executive Director

